Introduction
If A' is a matrix with non-negative entries then X'X is positive semi-definite with non-negative entries. Conversely, if A is positive semi-definite then there exist matrices Y, not necessarily with non-negative entries, such that Y'Y = A. In the present paper we investigate whether, given a positive semidefinite matrix A with non-negative entries, the equation X'X = A has a solution X with non-negative entries. An equivalent statement of the problem is: Can a positive semi-definite matrix with non-negative entries be expressed as a sum of rank 1 positive semi-definite matrices with non-negative entries ? We answer the question in the affirmative for «^4 and quote the following example due to M. Hall (1) to show that the answer is in the negative for There is a rather surprising geometrical consequence of this answer: In an n-dimensional space ( «^ 5) not every pencil of n vectors such that the angle between any two vectors does not exceed n/2 can be placed in the non-negative orthant of coordinates by a rotation or by a rotation followed by a reflection.
We are indebted to Marvin Marcus and Morris Newman for drawing our attention to the problem. jflim <aifijm and therefore a^ajja^a^ < af k a%. But a n a kk -af k and a n a mm -a) m are principal minors of positive semi-definite matrix A and thus are non-negative. Contradiction.
Results
(ii) If | kmj | <0 it is easy to see that all entries in the Jth or in the mth row are non-negative unless | kmi | <0 and | ijm | <0, as stated in the lemma.
The last proviso in Lemma 2 cannot be omitted. For example, is positive semi-definite but there exists no permutation matrix P for which the leading 3-square principal submatrix of C 2 (PAP') has non-negative entries. Theorem. Let A = (a, v ) be a positive semi-definite n-square matrix («^4) with non-negative entries. Then there exists an n-square matrix X with nonnegative entries such that X'X = A.
Proof. The theorem is trivial for n = 1. We prove it for n = 2, 3 and 4. We can assume therefore, without loss of generality, that no main diagonal element of A is 0, for if an n-square positive semi-definite matrix has a diagonal element 0 then every element in the same row and column must vanish and We prove first that the roots of (1) are real. The discriminant of (1) The corresponding equations for z 22 , z 33 and z 44 yield similar results.
